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SCOTT BORNSTEIN
Scott Bornstein is simply captivating, ingenious, and unforgettable.
Whether it's remembering names and details of people during introductions, developing leaders,
managing change, helping a child do better in school or focusing on the core business, Scott
Bonstein knows best how to make that happen.
Since 1980 Scott Bornstein has had the privilege to share his astounding demonstrations of
memory prowess and powerhouse recall training with more than 25,000 CEOʼs and 300,000
professionals and students across 50 countries.
Scottʼs high-level, interactive, deep dive into the power of memory gives the busy executive,
professional, or student precise tools and targeted skills essential to greater influence, credibility,
and success. Audiences are absolutely amazed at the immediate results his systems produce.
Scottʼ has appeared on radio and TV and in newspaper stories, has by-lined articles and written
books, and produced audio and DVD training materials used by tens-of-thousands worldwide.
From CEOs of YPO, Vistage, TEC, and EO to Harvard Business School OPM alumni, Delta
Dental top performers to Franklin Templeton Securities analysts, Crystal Cruises guests to
Starwood Resorts staff, from fund managers at Fidelity, HSBC, and MorganStanley to Legal and
Medical professionals, to educators and students in twenty states and five countries, everyone
who experiences Scott Bornstein walks away enthralled, confident, and able to harness their
MemoryPower for immediate gains and a lifetime of accomplishment and success.
The Bornstein Memory Systems are the most widely used and comprehensive memory training
system in the world. Established by Scottʼs father – the worldʼs leading memory training expert,
Arthur Bornstein – Bornstein Memory Training has meant confidence and accomplishment to
more than one million success-minded individuals.
Bornstein Memory Training ... making more than one million memory experts since1952.
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